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Abstract

Method

We present a novel problem of visual grounding in

remote sensing images. Compared with natural images,

remote sensing images contain large-scale scenes and

the geographical spatial information of ground objects

(e.g., longitude, latitude). The existing method cannot

deal with these challenges. In this paper, we collect a

new visual grounding dataset, called RSVG, and design

a new method, namely GeoVG.

⚫ Remote sensing images (right) are geospatial images

containing longitude and latitude, but natural images

(left) are not. Correspondingly, the language

expressions for remote sensing objects contain

complex numerical geospatial relations such as

distance.

⚫ Remote sensing images are large-scale scenes and

target objects are inconspicuous. However, natural

images are small-scale scenes and target objects are

generally salient.

To address the two drawbacks, we design a novel visual

grounding model to find a ground object from a large-

scale remote sensing image.

Objective

The task aims to locate the particular objects in a

remote sensing image by a natural language

expression.

(1) Image Collection

RSVG mainly contains satellite and aerial images,

which are collected from multiple sensors with multiple

resolutions.

(2) Expression Generation

Expressions consist of ground objects and their

spatial relations.

⚫ Ground objects include baseball field, basketball

court, tennis court, football field, etc.

⚫ Spatial relations contain topological relations,

directional relations, distance relations, etc.

Table 1. Examples of referring expression templates

Results

⚫ The language encoder learns numerical geospatial

relations and represents a complex expression as a

geospatial relation graph.

⚫ The image encoder learns large-scale remote sensing

scenes with adaptive region attention.

⚫ The fusion module fuses the text and image feature

for visual grounding.

Introduction

Discussion

Conclusion

We present a novel visual grounding method in remote

sensing images and construct a new visual grounding

dataset to evaluate the proposed method.

Red: Ground-truth. Blue: Ours. Yellow: Baseline.


